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What is the problem and
when did it start?

Coexistence of Conventional,
Organic and GE Crops



SOURCE:  Ma, B.L. 2005. Frequency of Pollen Drift in Genetically Engineered Corn. ISB News Report, February 2005.

Pollen Drift of GE Corn

Coexistence is hampered by
concerns about pollen (gene) flow

and seed and crop mixing…



SOURCE: NCFAP; USDA, USA Today

GE Squash
Acreage, 2004

19% of total crop

GE Papaya
Acreage, 2004

46% of total crop

GE Corn
Acreage, 2006

61% of total crop

GE Soybean
Acreage, 2006

89% of total crop

GE Cotton
Acreage, 2006

83% of total crop

GE Canola
Acreage, 2002

75% of total crop

GE Alfalfa
Acreage, 2005

<0.5% of total
crop

And most GE crops are large
acreage and some are outcrossers



Coexistence is hampered by
concerns of organic farmers losing

certification and markets?



SOURCE: Ortiz-Garcia et al. (2005) PNAS  DOI 10.1073/pnas.0503356101

Map of fields in Oaxaca, Mexico, where seeds wereMap of fields in Oaxaca, Mexico, where seeds were
collected from maize landraces in 2003 and 2004.collected from maize landraces in 2003 and 2004.

Coexistence Problems Were
Raised by a Report of Gene Flow
from U.S. GE Variety to Mexican

Landraces of Corn



Coexistence Issues Were Raised by
Co-mingling of Corn-based Products

with GE Corn Variety (Starlink)
Approved for Animal but Not Human

Consumption



THE HERALD (Harare) Wisdom Mdzungairi
October 11, 2005

International scientists, including those from the
United States, have praised Zimbabwe and
Zambia for rejecting genetically-modified food
donations from the West to feed scores of their
rural folk facing drought-induced food shortages.

However, Dr. Luke Mumba, chairman of the Bio-
safety Council of Zambia, said "Extreme views
have tended to confuse many African
policymakers and the public because of lack of
reliable information and guidance available to the
groups."

Zimbabwe and Zambia stand united on Zimbabwe and Zambia stand united on GMOsGMOs

Fears of Starlink didn’t stop in the
U.S. – it affected food aid exports to
Africa when countries refused corn

co-mingled with GE corn



SOURCE: Capital Press, October 16, 2006

Recently Issue Moved Close to Home:
California, #2 producer of rice, wants to
keep E.U. and Japan, industry’s largest

importer, happy - but gene from
unapproved GE variety was found in U.S.

rice supplies



Is anyone talking about
coexistence strategies?

Who?  Where?



In Minnesota, a Professor and
member of National Organic
Standards Board, and a CE

Specialist created a document
advising GMO, non-GMO and

organic growers about practices
and precautions to which they

should adhere in today’s
marketplace





In North Dakota, suggested best
management practices were developed by a
Coexistence Working Group of conventional,

biotech, identity preserved and organic
farmers, biotech companies, organic

certifiers, state department of agriculture,
seed certification department and North

Dakota State University plant sciences, AES
and extension faculty



Premise of this Canadian document on
principles and practices of coexistence
is that it is not needed from a health or
environmental safety perspective but
because agriculture is large-scale and
open-environment so co-mingling is

inevitable.

Question is how to minimize this for the
benefit of all agriculture – conventional,

biotech and organic



Genetically Modified Corn Acreage for Selected
Countries

COUNTRY 2005 2006
ACRES

Germany 988 2,346
Portugal 1,850 3,090

France 1,215 12,350

U.S.* 42,500,000 48,400,000
* Figures for years begin Sept. 1

Spain 131,460 148,200

Czech Rep. 370 3,186

SOURCE: Agricultural Biotechnology in Europe, cited in article published in the Wall Street Journal, 10/12/06.



E.U. studies on coexistence started MayE.U. studies on coexistence started May
2000 with mandate to Joint Research2000 with mandate to Joint Research

Centre. Six studies were done at differentCentre. Six studies were done at different
institutes on: risks of gene flow,institutes on: risks of gene flow,

adjustments to farming practices,adjustments to farming practices,
segregation methods, financial losses duesegregation methods, financial losses due

to gene flow, monitoring and detectionto gene flow, monitoring and detection



??

?
? ?

?What
Are

Some
Issues
Raised
and by
Whom?



SOURCE: http://pewagbiotech.org/events/0301/WorkshopReport.pdf

Workshop convened by National
Association of State Departments of

Agriculture and Pew Initiative on Food
and Biotechnology

March 1-2, 2006 Boulder Colorado



• One issue is with conventional farmers
concerned with export markets

• Another is with organic farmers
worried about not meeting contract
agreements for GE free

• Both issues lead to worry about liability -
who is responsible for contamination?

• Potential liability could result in property
damages and nuisance, trespass and
negligence claims



Who’s responsible to ensure coexistence?

• Is it comparable to the “fence in” and
“fence out” situation with cattle?

• Issue is: must GM growers “fence in”
their crops or conventional and organic
growers “fence out” GM crops?

• In Eastern U.S. cattle owner is
responsible for fencing in their cattle

• In Western U.S. if don’t want cattle on
your property it is your responsibility to
fence them out

B. Endres, Pew Initiative Workshop on Coexistence



In Germany situation is different; legal
burden is on GE growers to “fence in” crops

In some parts of E.U., regional bans on GE
crops mean no “fencing” is needed

B. Endres, Pew Initiative Workshop on Coexistence

U.S. market has accepted major GE crops;
burden for these appears to be on organic
and conventional farmers to “fence out” GE
at least where GE varieties are ubiquitous



U.S. regulatory landscape for ag biotech
products uses a “layer cake” model: layers of
international, federal and state (and in CA
county) laws

While some federal laws apply, many states
deal directly with international treaties and
legal ramifications of other countries

B. Endres, Pew Initiative Workshop on Coexistence

Can CE work toward consensus building –
providing a forum for building consensus
among parties – working at the local level?



How can states (or counties?) foster
coexistence, reduce grower liabilties?

B. Endres, Pew Initiative Workshop on Coexistence

• Form “grower districts” by creating GE-free
zones or pharma-free zones (already used
for canola/rapeseed separation)

• Are there preemption issues? Do states
or counties have latitude to legislate these
issues? Generally states take actions for
health and safety reasons, not economic
ones

• Missouri passed statute on establishing
voluntary grower districts for pharma crops.
Can organic districts also be created?



Capital Press, September 16, 2005

Communication is the key…and it
didn’t just start with GE crops!



To communicate you need information
…check the ANR FACT sheets on coexistence

and other topics related to GE crops

















http://groups.ucanr.org/anronuctv/Video_Program_Sales_Information/

A 30-minute, peer-reviewed video explaining the science behind
genetic engineering, its uses in food crops and animals, where and
why the technology is being used by California farmers, and some

of the science-based concerns pertaining to the use of genetic
engineering.

If you want to If you want to view the movieview the movie
  mms://STREAM.ucanr.org/Windows Media/UCTV_04_06.asfmms://STREAM.ucanr.org/Windows Media/UCTV_04_06.asf

New UC Peer-Reviewed
Educational Video on

Coexistence
to be released 2007


